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About This Game

**FATE: The Traitor Soul is now live on Steam!**

FATE fans! You asked for it and we delivered. FATE: Undiscovered Realms, the dungeon crawl-ier sequel to our classic
dungeon crawler, is now available! Import your characters from the original FATE and start a new adventure today!

Welcome, Hero. The manxome scourge has retreated into the shadows and you are victorious… but all is not well. A new evil
and ancient secrets threaten the very balance between the realms. Take on the quest to find the mysterious Book of Fate and

save your beloved Grove once again!

NEW Steam Trading Cards – We made brand-new, never-before-seen art just for you. (and not because we're huge
FATE nerds)

NEW Steam Badges – Shiny new nuggets of awesome for your collection.

NEW Steam Emoticons – I FATE you.

NEW Profile Backgrounds – Remind yourself of your amazing, classic, dungeon crawler adventure with these beautiful,
Steam-exclusive backgrounds.

More Than FATE – Oh, yes. Things just Got Real. This sequel has more pet transformations, dungeons, weapons,
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monsters and quests than the original.

Gameplay – It’s HARDCORE! Don’t worry; the gameplay will be the familiar, classic RPG style that fans of the original
love, but with an optional Hardcore mode. For the super-est of fans. **Insert sick guitar riff**

Procedurally generated levels – Adventure through endless caverns, dungeons, mines, tunnels, temples, forests, and
snowy wastelands. Read as “Endless FUN,” am I right?

Economy – Of course, you can still buy, sell and gamble your fat loots!

Classic – It’s the classic sequel to a classic game. Why haven’t you played it yet?
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The Worst Game Ever Its Laggy And Everything Is Delayed Its Lazy And Just Bad I'm Geting A Refund OH WAIT I CANT!
YOU WONT LET ME!. Casual game with novel gameplay. Continues in the same vein as Fortix 1, with all of the original maps
from the first game included.

- Skinny from the Fat B*stard (curator link). First person parkour is always a gamble. Mirror's Edge is super polished and clean
and EVEN THEN, it still struggles with mechanics. It is really hard to figure out when to jump if you can't see your feet. So
beginning with that set of problems, we then get into poor resolutions, simple, sort of ugly textures and a text to speech voice
that has been run through a ghost filter. There is a lot going on here, but I would not recommend it.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/xokZIhiH3mQ. while the handling and damage model is acceptable, rest of the game is not worth that money.
tracks are boring, textures are terrible. There are translation errors and text overlapping in the menus. It feels like mobile game
more. if it was 3x cheaper it would be acceptable i guess.. darn hang glider bug, but good.. Very addictive, fast paced and
challenging. Highly recommended :). https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Z2b2yi-CsYA&t=1s

Video review above that goes into the meat of the game, otherwise here's some quick stats for you
Length: around 6 hours
What does it feel like: A mix of Bastion and Demon souls
What makes it special:
- Very polished well refined mechanics that feel like they came from a much bigger studio and budget then this game actually
has
- A very rich background given through lore entries in this games version of a bestiary. A bit boring in terms of delivery method
but you can tell that the game had an actual writer behind its theming
- A lot of replayability, just like with souls games when you beat it once you now have the toolset to break the game any number
of ways you want to

Here is a review for immortal planet, a souls like indie game from the middle of last year that didn't get much recognition. It's
pretty ok, it's made my teedoubleau games and had a bit of controversy on release, but the gameplay is very solid and I think the
simplistic vector graphics are really charming and enjoyable, not as busy looking as most indie games. On top of that, the story
and lore and much richer then expected for a 10 dollar release made by primarily 1 dude. I say buy it, it's pretty good. As
someone who's played a lot of the Choice Of games, this is in my opinion one of the weaker ones.
-The characters are extremely flat, and you never get to know them before having to make a choice about what kind of
relationship you want to pursue with them. And it doesn't seem to matter how you treated them before that choice- they're up
for whatever, lovers even if you stabbed them in the back, nemesis even if you were pals the whole time.
-The stats are very unintuitive and unclear. I never knew what choice would result in what changes to my character, and
sometimes the opposite happened of what I wanted, even on multiple playthroughs trying to play a certain way. This makes the
choices feel significantly meaningless- these games are of course often faking true choice, but it should still feel as if what you
picked really made an impact on the plot.
The writing is okay, and I do like the concept and underlying plot; I just wish I felt like i had more of a choice in the matter
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The only thing wrong with being an atheist is that there's nobody to talk to during an ♥♥♥♥♥♥.. Basically a "fruit ninja" type
of game in VR. However, it's ultimately ridiculously simple, and has almost no replayability. For the asking price ($9.99), you
won't feel like you got your money's worth. If the price dropped to a couple bucks, I'd guess mostly people wouldn't mind
playing it for 10 minutes every week or so and padding out their VR library.. I really enjoy this game. It gets me moving. It has
my attention. It was hard to get used to the bombs that I shouldn't punch. I also don't like the effects of the different gloves, so I
turned that off. I like aiming for the targets.. Drive cube in tiny repetitive canyons, blow up other cubes and get like 100-400
gears per cube. Save game at repetitive junkyards. Fighting involves moving your cube up to other cube and doing nothing else.
Battle involves a bar moving down until cube blows up. Much bigger cities blow up when you move up to them and your health
never depletes. It is only 5 bucks but I got about 15 min of play time before I realized that there was nothing more than about 2
minutes of play time. Bummer because this looked like it might be a Mortal Engines kind of game but just fell woefully short.
Unless the developers really put some effort in, it seems this might have just been a cash grab game...I'll change my review if
they turn it around. Right now I'd value this at about 50 cents...not 5 or 8 bucks.. A nice future-technology scifi platformer. If
you are a fan of movies like Tron, then you will be right at home here. A bit of reading at the beginning, the story progresses
slowly, and the game misses an opportunity for voice actors. But it makes up for it in the stunning visual presentation, and the
graphics render quickly. Music and sound is good and fits the setting, although I noticed a bit of crackling as the loops reset. As
a fan of the Lain series, I was skeptical whether this game could pull it off, but it is the real-deal so far. The game is very slow-
paced, off-putting, and contemplative, just like the anime.

Playing on ubuntu 19.04 with radeon mesa graphic drivers, and a xbox-type gamepad controller. The game uses the Unity game
engine, and it requires about 700MBs of installation space. Right now the game is on sale for a few bucks, and I highly
recommend checking it out. The developer made a very worthy tribute to an underrated Japanese anime series, which you
should also check out.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/pU_MYZT1MOE

So many bugs, and so many issues. From parts of the UI still being written in the games native language, to crashes, to maps you
cannot complete because the zombies get trapped in the scenery.

Also no sign of the single player content promised on the store page - this is mp co-op only as far as I can see. Also MMO -
when did three players in one instance count as massive? However there is plenty of MMO grind needed to level up your
character and earn money to buy weapons and gear.

Gameplay itself is a very standard third person shooters with very little in the way of original mechanics. Graphics and
animations are ugly and there is no music (despite having a slider for music volume in the options). Audio effects at least are
half decent.

Very hard to recommend unless you are money limited and want a basic co-op shooter.. Game does not work well with Steam
controller or keyboard. Stuck at star game. Doesn't take input from mouse clicks. Buy a game sh*t should work.. i loved this
game so much. but sometimes i meet player using hack (illegalProgram) or something.
i hope in next update add anti cheat or something. so other people and me can enjoy while playing this game.
please listen our problem. 9\/10 recommended
. This is Smash TV battle royale.

For those that are leaving bad reviews because its not optimized....maybe they should realize its an EARLY ACCESS GAME
thats FREE thats in prealpha state. To base your review of the game on performance and optimization is ILLOGICAL for an
early access game, and appropriate on the release of this game. Since the point in playing this game right now is to utilize your
time to provide the devs with data as your playing for them to adjust and optimize the game for all hardware configurations. The
map is unfinished...yes...because why make a polished map and dump $$$ into a game when an audience may not even like the
concept of it. The game is far from finished and in Pre-aplha state. If your expectations are to download this F2P Early access
game that came out yesterday and be a AAA title thats running flawless...or even remotely close to reliable, the issue isnt the
game, its your expectations of the game in its current state.

Educate yourself before actually writing down random words onto a review of a game that for all purposes of a final product is
about 5% along to being actually being a final product. I suggest getting the game and spending about 5 hours really running
around and checking out the concept and where this game could go and offering a productive opinon of your vision. Shouting
the game is not optimized is common \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing sense for any early access game and all youre doing is
being that annoying guy at the bar everyone wants to punch in the face. Provide something of value.
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 The concept of this game is amazing. Lots of promise. It reminds me of Smash TV on the old NES. For those that do not know
that game check it out. The TV show premise is great. The retro-NESS of it all fits perfectly and this in its current state is fun.
Your going to find your typical bugs in the games as far as animations being incomplete to parts of the maps without actual
textures and thats fine. Because its irelevant to the game at its core. This is a battle royal game with a twist with a TV show. If
you enjoy the BR scene then you will have fun with this game.

Good job Boss Key with a new refreshing concept into the BR area. Im really enjoying it and look forward to seeing the game
grow
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